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Sunclass Airlines successfully implements NAVBLUE’s N-Ops & Crew 
solution for its Operations Control Center. 

 
 
Toulouse, France, 26th November 2020 

 

⎯ Sunclass Airlines is the latest addition to NAVBLUE’s Airline Community with the 
implementation of N-Ops and Crew. 

 
With N-Ops and Crew, Sunclass Airlines will be able to manage all aspects of operations control, crew 
managements and network scheduling in a single highly configurable solution. This translates to 
enhanced situational-awareness and collaborative-decision-making across operations stakeholders.  

Already a NAVBLUE customer following the recent deployment of Flysmart+ EFB software,  Sunclass 
Airlines (formerly Thomas Cook Airlines Scandinavia) is a Danish carrier, based in Copenhagen, and 
operates charter services from Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland, with a fleet of 10 aircraft 
(A321s and A330s).  

The N-Ops and Crew solution is part of NAVBLUE’s OCC Suite of solutions which also includes N-
Flight Planning, N-Tracking for flight dispatchers and N-Crew Planning systems. NAVBLUE’s OCC 
solutions are designed to be highly configurable with built in rules-engines, to flexibly integrate with 
other systems and to deliver manage-by-exception automation.  

The Sunclass Airlines and NAVBLUE teams have effectively collaborated throughout the Sales and 
Delivery process to define the required scope and perform thorough due diligence, which has 
culminated in a successful on-time delivery and adoption of the N-OC solution for its Crew, Ops and 
Network Management”   

Thomas Lagaillarde, Vice President Product Portfolio & Programmes at NAVBLUE, said: “Since 
Sunclass Airline’s rebranding and new ownership in October 2019, NAVBLUE has been privileged to be 
part of its ongoing ambition of reaching the next level of end-to-end digital Flight Operations processes 
and systems. NAVBLUE looks forward to continuing our collaboration and supporting Sunclass Airlines’ 
Flight Operations strategic objectives and activities, now and into the future”.  

Torben Østergaard, CEO at Sunclass Airlines, said: “The Go-Live of N-Ops & Crew marks the 
culmination of one of the largest Operations IT transformation projects our company ever have gone 
through.  Throughout the project, we have been really pleased with the dedicated and professional 
delivery provided by Navblue. With the Navblue suite of solutions now in place, we’re confident that 
we can continue our journey to streamline our processes and unlock efficiencies – all to ensure that our 
guests have their best weeks of the year” 
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About NAVBLUE: NAVBLUE is an Airbus Services company, wholly owned by Airbus, and dedicated to Flight Operations & Air 
Traffic Management Solutions.  NAVBLUE provides digital solutions and services, and supports both civil and military 
environments, on the ground and onboard any aircraft and offers expertise in a range of areas, including digital cockpit operations, 
Operations Control Centre (OCC) systems, Flight Ops Engineering, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) and Air Traffic 
Management (ATM). NAVBLUE employs 550 employees spread across the world, with offices in Canada, France, Sweden, 
Thailand, UK and US and representatives in several other countries across the globe.   
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